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Abstract—The Edge-Cloud Continuum offers a wide range of
adaptive deployment settings for modern applications. However,
in order to exploit the full potential of the edge-cloud infras-
tructure and platforms, applications have to be carefully crafted
to be stateless and self-contained in small services or functions,
i.e., the opposite of the classic stateful monolithic applications.
In this paper, we explore an alternative approach that allows
stateful single applications to also exploit the full potential of the
edge-cloud continuum. We explore the concept of Self-distributing
Systems (SDS) as a general approach for code offloading and as an
elastic application-level mechanism for performance scale-out on
the edge-cloud continuum. Our preliminary results indicate that
SDS enables enough flexibility for applications to fully explore
the edge-cloud resource mixture. Particularly, we describe our
state management strategies for stateful code mobility; explore
SDS as a general mechanism to exploit horizontal scaling on the
cloud; and examine SDS as a general code offloading mechanism
to move code from edge to cloud, showing the scenarios where
our approach enables applications to positively exploit the edge-
cloud continuum for better performance.

Index Terms—self-distributing systems, state management,
edge-cloud continuum

I. INTRODUCTION

Blair [1] argues that volatility is one of the main causes
of complexity in modern distributed systems. The constant
changes that occur in a system’s operating environment,
in every layer (i.e., infrastructure, platform and applica-
tion/services), require systems that are equipped to adapt
themselves to accommodate new operating conditions as and
when they occur. A wide range of technologies have been
design to help build adaptable and flexible infrastructures and
platforms to handle the volatility issue.

Technologies such as cloud computing and edge computing
offer on-demand provision of computing resources and user-
proximate service execution respectively, allowing a wide
range of deployment variants. At the platform level, containers
(e.g., Docker, containerd) and container-orchestrator technolo-
gies (e.g., Kubernetes, Mesos) allow self-contained services to
be deployed, replicated and moved across the infrastructure.
These technologies enable a wide range of flexible deployment
settings that could be drastically changed to accommodate new
operating conditions at runtime for all sorts of services and
applications (e.g., autonomous vehicles [2], deep learning [3],
augmented reality [4], etc.).

These infrastructure and platform-level technologies, how-
ever, require the application to be carefully crafted. The
main barriers in traditional software development that prevent
exploitation of these cloud technologies are i) monolithic
applications, and ii) stateful applications. Monolithic appli-
cations are large and tightly-coupled pieces of software that
are difficult to migrate and replicate unless they are carefully
designed for that purpose. Stateful applications are a further
challenge to the migration and replication of compute as the
state has to be properly managed for assured consistency.

In response to those issues, new architectural styles for
developing applications have been widely adopted, particularly
around Microservices [5] and Serverless Computing [6]. These
architectures consist of a collection of stateless, self-contained,
highly reusable small services/functions, which allow the full
exploitation of adaptive platforms and infrastructures in the
cloud-edge continuum. These approaches provide architectural
guidelines of how to develop cloud-capable systems, but still
require developers to carefully craft (or refactor) systems to
match this architectural style. Furthermore, these approaches
require the strict separation of state from services/functions,
where all application state is typically pushed into a database,
and also require up-front decision-making on how large or
small each microservice or function should be.

In this paper, we explore an alternative approach to exploit
the full potential of the edge-cloud continuum, in which parts
of regular local applications can be automatically distributed
and scaled out. We explore and expand the Self-distributing
Systems (SDS) concept [7], [8] to allow the development of
local, stateful applications that are replicated or moved across
a distributed infrastructure at runtime, facilitating horizontal
scaling and code offloading on the edge-cloud continuum. SDS
employs a lightweight component model (e.g., Dana [9], Open-
Com [10], etc.) to create componentised local applications that
are able to replace components at runtime to change their
behaviour. In detail, locally-running components are swapped
for proxy components that implement a transparent RPC to
forward function calls to a relocated remote component. By
relying on the relocation mechanism enabled by SDS, we
construct general applications that relocate parts of itself
across any infrastructure. This paper’s main contributions are:

i) State management strategies for transparently relocating
stateful components to remote hosts;



ii) SDS extension for performing stateful code mobility and
horizontal scale out on the edge-cloud continuum.

Our results1 demonstrate that the concept of SDS with
transparent state management enables sufficient flexibility for
componentised local applications to allow them to fully ex-
plore the potential of the edge-cloud continuum. Particularly,
we explore the advantages and limitations of transparent state
management strategies; we also examine the transparent relo-
cation and replication of software components to scale web-
based applications on the cloud; and finally, we experiment
with stateful component relocation as an alternative to classic
code offloading [11] from edge to cloud.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Sec. II
describes the main concepts involved in the approach; Sec. III
details the architectural elements that supports state manage-
ment and interaction with the edge-cloud continuum ecosys-
tem; Sec. IV describes the use cases evaluated; Sec. V presents
and discusses the results; Sec. VI surveys the main related
work; and, finally, Sec. VII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

This section presents the two main concepts on which our
approach was built. We first present the concept of component-
based models, focusing the discussion on the adaptation algo-
rithm implemented by Dana [9], which is key to realise our
proposed transparent state management framework. Then, we
visit the concept of Self-distributing Systems [7], which we
expand to add a state management framework to explore the
self-distribution of stateful components.

A. Software Adaptation on Component-based Models

The component-based model is a programming model that
allows software systems to be built as a result of the com-
position of small, reusable, and swappable components. The
most relevant examples of such models are OpenCom [10],
Fractal [12], and most recently, Dana [9].

A component-based software system is composed of
small components that are connected following the required-
provided interface policy, i.e., given a specific interface I ,
a component that provides interface I implements its func-
tions, whereas the components that require interface I use
its defined functions to implement their own. The component
that provides interface I is connected to the component that
requires I . Furthermore, the component-based runtime enables
the replacement of a component that provides interface I with
another that also provides I . By enabling this component
replacement, software written using such models allows the
system to change its behaviour at runtime.

Note that some of the components hold state, i.e., a set of
global variables defined in the component. The component-
based model runtime provides mechanisms that support seam-
less (i.e., no software downtime) adaptation of stateful compo-
nents. Fig. 1 illustrates the three main steps of the algorithm

1Code repository with detailed tutorial to replicate our results: https://github.
com/robertovrf/PFGElasticity
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Fig. 1. The main stages of swapping a stateful component executing on a
local process: (1) the initial system with its components and state; (2) pause
incoming function calls; (3) copy state into the newly instantiated component;
(4) connect the new component and resume incoming function calls.

that performs adaptation in Dana. The first part of Fig. 1 shows
component CompA connected to CompB through some
interface I . Following the component-based model, CompA
requires interface I to work, and thus, any component that
implements I can be connected to CompA to satisfy its depen-
dency. In the described example, both CompB and CompC
implement I , allowing either one of these components to be
connected to CompA.

Fig. 1 shows the replacement of the stateful component
CompB that satisfies CompA dependency to CompC, a
different stateful component that also implements interface I
and also satisfies CompA. The second part of Fig. 1 (step
2) shows the first step of the adaptation algorithm, which
consists of stopping function calls from CompA to CompB.
This step is crucial when the component to be replaced holds
state. Pausing incoming function calls guarantees that the
state remains unchanged during the adaptation process. In
step 3, the new component is loaded to memory, and a copy
of CompB’s state is transferred to CompC. Finally, in the
final step (step 4), CompA is connected to CompC, and the
incoming function calls are resumed and handled by CompC.

The adaptation algorithm is a generic algorithm employed
by different models that enables the adaptation of stateful
components. The Dana model, in particular, offers a way to
determine the state that is shared among different component
variants (i.e., different components that implement the same
interface). Dana offers the transfer keyword used to define
global variables in the interface. Thus, every component that
implements said interface inherits all variables and their types,
ensuring that all component variants hold the same set of
variables as their local state. This facilitates the identification
of the state in a component and the action of transferring state
between component variants during adaptation, considering
they all hold the same set of variables of the same exact type.

https://github.com/robertovrf/PFGElasticity
https://github.com/robertovrf/PFGElasticity


B. Self-distributing Systems

Self-distributing Systems (SDS) [7] enable local software,
i.e., applications built to execute on a single process, developed
using a component-based model to relocate and replicate local
components at runtime. Employing Reinforcement Learning
(RL) [13] algorithms, these systems are able to learn which
local components to relocate/replicate across an infrastructure
to optimise their performance (e.g., decrease response time)
under different operating environments.

SDS apply proxy components as the basis for relocating
and replicating local components. Leveraging the adapta-
tion mechanisms supported by component-based models (see
Sec. II-A), SDS relocate local components by replacing them
with proxy components, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The proxy
then implements Remote Procedure Calls (RPC), forwarding
incoming function calls to the relocated component.

Fig. 2 illustrates the steps to realise the replication of
stateless components. The first step of the adaptation algorithm
is to stop incoming function calls to the soon-to-be-replaced
component (step 1). Then, the proxy component is loaded into
the memory (step 2). Besides acting as a regular proxy, the
proxy component is also responsible for loading new instances
of the relocated component to external processes (step 3). After
the relocated instances are loaded, the proxy component is
connected to CompA, and the application resumes (step 4).
Note that the adaptation algorithm treats the proxy component
like any other component during adaptation. Before connecting
any component to the rest of the application, the adaptation
algorithm invokes a special function implemented by the
component. This function is often responsible for preparing the
component to start execution. Distribution proxy components,
however, use this function to create new instances of the
relocated component. After the application is resumed, all
function calls made to the proxy are forwarded to the relocated
component through Remote Procedure Calls (RPC). On the
external process, where the relocated component is executing,
there is a reverse proxy component that implements the remote
end of the RPC, handling incoming function calls, forwarding
the calls to the right function, and returning the function return
values to the distribution proxy component.

This work presents an extension of the SDS concept. We
extend the SDS to enable distribution proxy components
to handle relocation and replication of stateful components.
We also explore the local component relocation/replication
mechanism to exploit code offloading and horizontal scale out
in the edge-cloud continuum.

III. MANAGING STATE IN SELF-DISTRIBUTING SYSTEMS

This section describes the extension to SDS to enable the
self-distribution of stateful components. We introduce the state
management framework and describe the extension to the
adaptation algorithm in the Dana component-based model.
We also describe the integration of the extended SDS to
a container-orchestrator that allows the exploitation of code
mobility and horizontal scale out in the edge-cloud continuum.
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Fig. 2. The main stages of distributing replicas of local components. (1)
pause incoming calls; (2) instantiate the distribution proxy component; (3) the
proxy instantiates multiple instances of the replicated component; (4) replace
component to the proxy and resume incoming function calls.

A. State Management Approach

In some scenarios, local component distribution across the
infrastructure increases the system’s performance as incoming
calls are spread across multiple instances of the replicated
component. For stateful components, however, replication
(when not properly handled) leads to state consistency issues
and, ultimately, to a system’s malfunction. The transparent
state management approach aims to provide a framework to
support transparent state consistency when replicating state-
ful components. The framework consists of a collection of
distribution proxy components that transparently handle state
consistency when replicating stateful components.

The distribution proxy implements four main tasks: i) the
creation of the replicated component instances in external
processes; ii) transferring of the state from the original local
component to the replicas; iii) the implementation of the RPC
that forwards incoming function calls to the replicas; and,
finally, iv) the algorithm for maintaining state consistency
amongst the relocated component replicas. The first two tasks
are carried out when the adaptation algorithm is executing.
Fig. 3 illustrates the adaptation algorithm for replicating state-
ful components across infrastructures.

The adaptation algorithm for replicating stateful compo-
nents is similar to replacing stateful components with local
ones. The first step is to stop function calls to reach the
soon-to-be-replaced component, then create an instance of
the new component (in this case, a distribution proxy). After
creating the proxy instance, a copy of the component state is
transferred to the proxy (step 1 in Fig. 3). Up until this point,
the adaptation process remained unchanged. After the proxy
receives a copy of the state, the proxy creates the instances of
the replicated component in the remote processes (this process
is described in Sec. III-B). Once the remote instances are
created, the proxy transfers a copy of the state to the remote
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instances (step 2). Finally, the proxy component is connected
to CompA, and the application is resumed (step 3).

State transferring is a task performed by the distribution
proxy in two situations: when distributing (replicating or relo-
cating) stateful components and when the system is adapting
from a distributed composition with replicas of stateful com-
ponents to a local composition (where all components execute
in the same initial process). The first situation is illustrated in
Fig. 3. In the second situation, where the application changes
from a distributed composition to a local one, the new state
that the replicas hold are copied back and merged in the proxy
component before copying the state from the proxy to the new
component. Besides these two situations, the state can either
be entirely copied into the remote instances (full replication)
or divided amongst the replicas (sharding), so each replica
holds a piece of the original state.

After the application is resumed and the proxy forwards
incoming function calls to the replicas, the proxy state executes
its state consistency algorithm. A proxy-provided state consis-
tency is essential because the replicated stateful component
is not initially designed for replication. The proxy’s job is to
ensure that a state change in a specific replica is propagated to
the other replicas so that the system state remains consistent.
As there are no one-solution-fits-all cases for state consistency,
different proxy components may implement radically different
approaches. Two concerns all state consistency approaches
have to consider are the tolerance level for inconsistency the
application requires and the characteristic of the state (data
type format, values they hold, etc.).

It is important to note that no single generic state man-
agement algorithm exists and work well for all circumstances.
Thus, each implementation of the proxy is unique and has to be
carefully crafted to support state consistency. Each proxy has
to define the method for transferring state (e.g., full replication

or sharding) and the consistency algorithm to maintain the
state consistent amongst the replicas considering the tolerable
level for inconsistency accepted by the application. In the next
section, we describe different use cases and provide more
details on the state transferring techniques and consistency
algorithm explored in this work.

B. Container-Orchestration Integration

A crucial part of the adaptation algorithm is the creation
of component replicas across an infrastructure. After copying
the state to the proxy, the process of creating replicas of the
component across the infrastructure begins. Here we describe
all the elements involved in creating replicas of components
across elastic environments.

The mechanism we explored was developed and explored by
Dias et al. [14]. The elastic environment is essentially a cluster
of virtual machines on a cloud infrastructure managed by a
container-orchestrator (in this case, Kubernetes2). Kubernetes
provides an API service that allows applications to deploy and
manage the life cycle of containers.

Kubernetes manages containers on cloud-based and edge
infrastructures (e.g., KubeEdge3). In a Kubernetes-managed
infrastructure, we can explore horizontal application scaling
by creating multiple copies of a container. We can also explore
code mobility by transferring a container running on the
edge to the cloud. We explore horizontal scale-out and code
offloading using Kubernetes at the platform level.

The proxy component interacts with Kubernetes service API
to create multiple containers running a Dana-based application
and a repository full of the application components on the
container’s file system. The Dana-based application is a service
that essentially implements two functions: i) a function that
receives a component’s name as a parameter and loads the
component and all its dependencies and executes it; and ii) a
function that receives a JSON-formatted state, translates it to
a Dana data type and inserts it into the loaded component.

Once the containers are running, the proxy sends a request
to the Dana application to load the component remotely. After
the component is loaded, the proxy sends a copy of the state
to be inserted into the component. The proxy component
performs the state transferring for every replica created (the
number of replicas to create is hard-coded into each proxy).

IV. USE CASES

The distribution proxy implementation is particular to the
characteristics of the stateful component it replicates. For each
component in the system, we create a proxy implementing a
state transferring strategy and a consistency model. In this
paper, we implemented a web-based application that uses a
linked list as the stateful component to store information as
the main example. The following sections describe the state
transferring strategy, the explored state consistency techniques,
and the different scenarios we explore code mobility and
horizontal scaling using SDS.

2Kubernetes – Container-orchestration: https://kubernetes.io/
3KubeEdge – Edge computing framework: https://kubeedge.io/en/

https://kubernetes.io/
https://kubeedge.io/en/


A. State Consistency: The List Example

We created and explored two different proxy components
to support the replication of the linked list component. The
first proxy implements full replication of the state amongst the
remote replicas, and the second proxy implements sharding of
the state amongst the replicas.

In the full replication approach, the proxy sends a copy
of the entire list to each one of the list’s replicas. After
the adaptation algorithm finishes, the proxy starts the state
management algorithm. This proxy’s solution for state man-
agement is to broadcast all incoming requests to all replicas
with a timestamp for each operation in the exact order that they
arrive in the proxy. The replicas use the timestamp to ensure
that the execution of function calls happens in the same order
they arrive at the proxy and that the changes to the state occur
consistently in all replicas.

On the other hand, the sharding approach consists of split-
ting the lists’ items into shards. The proxy then places each
shard in a different replica. The shards creation process is
part of the state transferring stage in the adaptation algorithm.
Each item on the list is assigned to a replica using a hash
function that receives a key as input and outputs a number;
if the number is within the range of numbers of a specific
replica, the item is then placed in that replica. The number
range for each replica is defined by the proxy implementation
and depends on the number of replicas the proxy creates.

In the sharding approach, some functions are only executed
in one replica, but the so-called cross-shard functions execute
in all replicas, and the proxy coordinates the operation. The
function calls to add, remove or retrieve items from the list
are forwarded to a specific replica considering the item’s
key. Function calls for searching or sorting operations, on
the other hand, require access to all items in the list, forcing
all replicas to be involved in the operation. For those cross-
shard operations, the proxy executes the function locally,
coordinating access to all shards.

B. Horizontal Scaling and Code Offloading

To explore horizontal scaling on the cloud and code of-
floading from edge to cloud, we developed a fully functioning
web application, entirely written using the Dana program-
ming language4. This application receives HTTP requests to
add/modify (write) or retrieve (read) numbers from a list.
We also have modified versions of the web application, one
that adds processing time to the write operations, one that
adds processing time to read operations, and one that adds
processing time to both read and write operations.

The added processing time is the result of the addition of a
task to the operation. For instance, we sort the items in a shard
or the entire list as part of the write and/or read operations.
This added processing time then increases according to the size
of the list (i.e., as the number of added items increases). This
enables a range of applications with different characteristics
for our experiments. Furthermore, we create a set of clients

4Dana programming language: https://projectdana.com

that makes requests with varying ratios of reading and writing
operations to create different operating environments.

Considering the client requests and the web application
variants, we investigate the extended SDS concept to explore
horizontal scaling and code offloading. We evaluate the web
application’s performance for horizontal scaling as the list size
increases. As a response, the application self-distributes the list
component across the infrastructure to increase the system’s
performance. For the code mobility on the edge-cloud infras-
tructure, we explore the performance of the web application on
the edge-cloud infrastructure. As the competition for resources
on the edge increases, the application relocates parts of its
components to the cloud to exploit the cloud’s elastic resources
and increase the application’s performance.

Finally, the code for the distribution proxy that implements
both the full replication and sharding approaches, as well as
the code for the web application we explore in this work, are
publicly available on GitHub5, along with a tutorial with a full
explanation of how to replicate all results.

V. EVALUATION

This section reports the main findings of our preliminary
exploration of SDS to exploit the edge-cloud continuum. First,
we experiment with the self-distribution of the web application
as a generic alternative for code offloading from the edge to the
cloud. Then, we use SDS as a mechanism for cloud horizontal
scaling. For our experiments, we used both the cloud and a
device on the edge. For the cloud, we used a Google Cloud
Kubernetes-managed cluster (GKE) with 5 virtual machines.
Each VM is equipped with 2 vCPUs and 8GB of memory
running the “Ubuntu with Docker” image. For the edge, we
used a laptop (1,4 GHz Quad-Core CPU and 8GB of memory)
placed on the same local network as the application.

We first evaluate self-distribution as a code offloading alter-
native for the application’s performance enhancement. Fig. 4
shows the results of our first experiment. We evaluate the
performance (in terms of response time) of the web application
in three configurations. We executed the web application
entirely on the edge (blue line); the application’s entry-point
on the edge and the list component on the cloud (red line); and
finally, the self-distributing version of the application, capable
of switching at runtime between the edge and cloud.

As part of the experiment, we executed the same client
workload for all evaluated configurations. The workload con-
sisted of issuing sequential requests that added items to the
list, and after each item was added, the application sorted
all elements in the list. Due to the increasing number of
inserted items, the processing time for each request increases.
Fig. 4 shows that response time increases faster when the
web application runs on the edge. This effect is because the
application has a single list running on the edge. In contrast,
the cloud configuration takes advantage of the cloud resources
and splits the list into two shards, splitting the incoming
workload between them.

5Code repository: https://github.com/robertovrf/PFGElasticity

https://projectdana.com
https://github.com/robertovrf/PFGElasticity
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Fig. 4. Response time of the web application running on the edge (blue
line); running parts on the edge and parts on the cloud (red line), and a self-
distributing version that starts on the edge and moves (at 1500 size on the
x-axis) parts of its components to the cloud (yellow line).

In this scenario, after 2000 items on the list, running the
application on the cloud is best, despite the high latency added
to forward requests to the cloud. We can also note that the SDS
version of the application can take advantage of both the edge
and cloud, as it can seamlessly relocate its list to execute on
the cloud as the application runs. Also, note that the yellow
line performs similarly to the application running on the edge.
After the 1500 mark on the x-axis, the application relocates its
list component to the cloud, performing similarly to the fixed
cloud configuration. We also show that self-distribution has a
high cost for state transfer, which can be noted as a series of
sequential spikes on the yellow line right after the application
is adapted (1500 mark on the x-axis).

Finally, we experimented with the cloud horizontal scaling
(Fig. 5). Again, we subject the web application to the client’s
workload, which consists of sequential requests to the appli-
cation to add items and sort the list. We executed the SDS
web application in 4 configurations: the web application in a
single process (local – blue line), the SDS version of the web
application with two shards (red line), four shards (yellow
line), and eight shards (green line). The graph shows that as
we use SDS to split the list into shards, the application can
handle the incoming workload with a smaller response time.

VI. RELATED WORK

This section surveys the most relevant related work in code
offloading to edge-cloud infrastructures, adaptive systems that
exploit the edge-cloud continuum, and state management in
Object Request Brokers (ORB) architectures.

Code offloading is vastly explored in mobile devices [15].
More recently, other devices were also leveraging the advan-
tages of code offloading from device to edge-cloud infras-
tructures [16], [11]. These code offloading approaches require
software engineers to carefully design ad-hoc solutions for
code offloading, considering both code mobility mechanisms
and state management (when applicable). On the other hand,
our approach leverages a generalised programming model and
a proxy-based strategy that simplifies and generalises code
mobility. It also establishes a predefined proxy structure where
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Fig. 5. Response time of the web application in different compositions
exploring elasticity (local, 2-shards, 4-shards and 8-shards) as the size of
the list increases overtime.

engineers provide state management code accounting for the
state consistency tolerance for their application.

Self-adaptive systems, i.e., systems that change their be-
haviour or structure to accommodate changes in the operating
environment, also exploit the edge-cloud continuum [17], [18].
In such approaches, systems have an adaptation logic that
guides adaptation to better exploit edge-cloud infrastructure
resources. Although we have not explored self-adaptation in
this study, our approach is inspired by the Self-distributing
Systems concept that employs Reinforcement Learning algo-
rithms to learn, at runtime, optimal distributed compositions.
Furthermore, our approach uses a component-based model
to abstract software compositions to actions for the learning
algorithm. Due to the component model, the execution of the
learning approach is generic, i.e., application independent, and
can be used in different SDS-based applications without any
change to the learning algorithm.

Finally, the proxy implementation of state management
consistency is the most crucial part of the presented approach.
Our described approach was heavily inspired by previous work
on state consistency on ORB-based architectures [19], [20].
These approaches are complementary to our own and provide
the basis for state management for SDS.

VII. FINAL REMARKS

This section concludes the paper by listing a set of further
challenges and new lines of research to pursue as future work.

A. Challenges and Limitations

This work presented a preliminary study on the first version
of the extended SDS to support state management. As part of
this first attempt at this extended concept, we have identified
a set of challenges to be addressed in the future.

One of the most crucial challenges is to further generalise
state management within Self-distributing Systems. We devel-
oped the proxy components for the list example, knowing that
the stored items were numbers. In reality, however, any item
could be stored in a list, and a more generic proxy extension
would be necessary to handle generic typed lists properly.



Another critical challenge is to reduce the added burden
placed on the application developer, which is now required
to develop the application and the distribution proxy compo-
nents. We envision the creation of a repository of distribution
proxy components for the widely used abstract data types (e.g.,
list, maps, dictionary, sets, trees, etc.). This repository would
allow maximum reusability of distribution proxy components
for applications, as new proxy components are added to the
repository for every designed new interface.

Another challenge is the provision of fault tolerance mech-
anisms for the distributed stateful components. As the ap-
plication is initially designed to execute in a single process,
the distribution of local components may introduce errors the
application is not expecting. The distribution proxy has to
provide fault tolerance mechanisms to prevent such situations.

Moreover, as part of the adaptation algorithm supported by
the component model runtime, the state transferring step may
cause the system some disruption due to the time it may take
to complete the task. The duration of the state transferring
step is directly connected to the size of the state. Part of this
challenge is to consider a lazy approach for state transfer.

To conclude, the state management overhead added by the
distribution proxy may also be prohibited depending on the ap-
plication and scenario. An important challenge is considering
the proxy implementation’s performance overhead impact.

B. Conclusion
This paper introduced an extension to the Self-distributing

Systems (SDS) concept to enable the distribution of stateful
components across infrastructures. As a result, the extended
SDS presented itself as an alternative to facilitate code mobil-
ity and horizontal scaling on edge-cloud platforms. To demon-
strate SDS’s potential in exploiting the edge-cloud continuum,
we designed a stateful single web application, showing that it
can self-distribute its internal components across the edge and
cloud to enhance its performance in different scenarios.

In future work, we expect to explore Reinforcement Learn-
ing (RL) algorithms to learn optimal distributed compositions
that exploit the edge-cloud continuum resources at runtime.
We also aim to explore different state management approaches,
data structures, and applications (e.g.,, autonomous vehicles,
video streaming, or augmented reality) to further explore self-
distribution on the edge-cloud continuum.
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